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1 INTRODUCTION

Delivering a good user experience is vital for the success of any modern website, and having a responsive website is one of the most effective means of doing so. Defined simply, responsive web design (RWD) is an approach to web design and development that allows the website’s layout and content to adapt to various devices used for browsing. Amid increasing global mobile-data traffic
and the constant emergence of new display devices and screen resolutions [1, 34], the role of RWD is growing more and more important.

Although RWD has become the prevailing approach to web design, the amount of effort involved restricts its application [26]. A web layout must be designed separately for every screen size, with each demanding the implementation of corresponding adaptation rules [21]. In consequence, personalization gets compromised: often, the large amount of work involved renders it prohibitively costly to design pages for individual users or market segments.

Computational design methods have recently gained popularity in assisting with websites’ adaptation to various constraints [27]. For instance, integer programming can be used for quickly generating various user interface designs [28]. This is a mathematical optimization method that relies on an explicit model of the design problem. By extending applications of integer programming for grid layouts [28] to RWD, practitioners can automate and personalize this process. Hence, less manual effort and time are required for RWD, and the end result can be more personalized.

In this paper, we present a method for computational responsive web design (C-RWD) with two goals in mind: (1) decreasing the amount of manual effort involved in design and development and (2) improving usability for individual users via personalization. Given an existing web page design, which may be for any screen size, our method generates a fully responsive web page with breakpoint designs and smooth transitions between them. For example, it can generate pages for much larger displays (e.g., of laptop and desktop devices) than those behind its initial mobile layout-based seed. Moreover, these designs can be personalized where corresponding data on the individual user is available. For instance, in the case of a user known to frequently access three categories of content, these could be made more visually prominent and easier to access. Central to our approach is consistency of the designs generated: the designs in the set can be made as visually consistent with each other as desired, maintaining a certain overall look and feel.

The paper presents the following main contributions:

- A novel approach for automated generation of responsive and personalized web layouts with integer programming
- An integer programming-based model used for generating a consistent set of personalized web designs for given breakpoints
- Web engineering techniques for collecting optimization constraints and adapting the resulting designs at runtime to form a fully responsive grid layout
- Results of two ratings-based online studies, with end users ($N = 86$) and designers ($N = 64$)

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We begin with a brief introduction to RWD and a review of related work, in Section 2. We then describe our approach (C-RWD) in detail (in Section 3) and present the results from the two online studies (in Section 4). With Section 5, we continue by analyzing our findings and outlining ideas for future work, before offering conclusions in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

With the computational design method proposed in this paper, designers can for the first time generate both responsive and personalized web layouts. As the following review attests, prior work has presented the main elements of the approach; however, they have not been brought together in a working system before. The section concludes with a comparison of our approach with previous methods.
2.1 Responsive Web Design

Responsive web design is an approach in which a website’s layout and content are adapted to the size and capabilities of the user’s browsing device. The term, coined by Ethan Marcotte in 2010, encompasses a set of techniques, including fluid grids, flexible media, and media queries [20]. To address the complexity involved, several CSS frameworks (e.g., Bootstrap\(^1\)), JavaScript grid-layout libraries (e.g., Masonry\(^2\)), layout templates [25], and visual website builders (e.g., Squarespace\(^3\)) have been developed over the years. For example, Bootstrap abstracts away most of the complexities surrounding RWD and allows developers to define complex responsive grid layouts simply by using a set of predefined CSS classes. While these solutions do reduce development effort, much manual work still remains, and regular maintenance procedures are needed. Moreover, the “one responsive design fits all” approach offers quite limited support for personalization: it merely adjusts the designs to fit the screen width available on the browsing device.

2.2 Web Personalization

The personalization of user interfaces has long been a subject of research. While customization involves users stating their preferences explicitly (for example, via settings), in personalization the interface is automatically changed to suit the preferences and capabilities of the individual user. Web personalization, in particular, is defined as “any action that tailors the web experience to a particular user, or a set of users” [23]. The topic has gained significant attention in research on web engineering and intelligent systems [5, 6], and the main artificial intelligence-based methods have been examined in the context of personalization. Rule-based approaches have been proposed for presenting content – e.g., for choosing the ordering, emphasis, or scaling of content or how to frame messages or use colors [7, 9, 12]. One clear challenge is to articulate a rule system that can account for numerous individual-specific characteristics and diverse design spaces. Machine-learning techniques involve trying to learn personalization policies from a sample dataset [23, 31]. Thus far, they have been limited to selection of contents. A key challenge here is where to obtain a dataset rich enough to cover the vast space of designs and individuals’ differences. Optimization-based methods, especially model-based approaches that employ predictive models of users for objectives, address this challenge [28, 36]. Predictive models can express individual-level traits either as parameters or as input to the model. Design spaces, on the other hand, are expressed as decisions and constraints in the optimization system. The benefit to this approach is that it can work when there are very few data on the user. For instance, our implementation’s predictive models (for saliency and selection time) merely need data on the estimated frequency with which the user accesses items on a page. A recently presented method called Layout as a Service (Laas) uses integer programming (see below) for web personalization. It takes user click data as input and personalizes a web page to make important content more readily found and used [17]. No previously proposed integer programming-based method exists, however, for RWD, in which the central challenge is to maintain consistency among the web layouts generated.

2.3 Computational Design of Web Pages

In computational design, a full user interface is generated algorithmically. Multi-target or multi-device design is a special case. In model-based approaches, transfer is mediated by at least one model. Model-driven engineering (MDE) begins with forming an abstract description of the layout. For instance, Bellucci et al. [2] computed a unified representation for pages that use various

\(^1\)Bootstrap, https://getbootstrap.com/
\(^2\)Masonry, https://masonry.desandro.com/
\(^3\)Squarespace, https://www.squarespace.com/
combinations of web technologies – such as JavaScript, CSS, and HTML. Representing pages in standard notation aids in computational design. Representations in such a form can then be transformed to a target via transformation rules, resulting in a concrete user interface (UI) [8, 12, 18, 38]. Creating these rules is labor-intensive, though, and a recognized bottleneck [38]. This issue parallels that of rule-based and logic-based artificial intelligence in the general case: they scale up poorly.

Model-based approaches using **combinatorial optimization** are attempts to address this issue. Instead of as transformation rules, transfer is formulated as an optimization problem. The solver finds a way to transfer elements of the source layout in a way that optimizes for given objectives. **SUPPLE** is a pioneering work in this field [14]. It adapts widget layouts by using a perceptual rule and Fitts’ law. This approach still requires the designer to specify the functionality of the UI prior to optimization. Our method, in contrast, works directly from a given layout representation, without additional input. Moreover, SUPPLE uses a different model for user perception, which emphasizes font size, whereas ours applies a model related to visual saliency. While SUPPLE does address personalization, it places greater focus on sensorimotor differences than on differences in what users are interested in. Finally, SUPPLE does not deal with the problem of responsive design. Generating multiple consistent-looking pages across different screen sizes requires adding a consistency term to the objective.

While early research into optimization-based approaches used constraints to define the transformations, more recently the predictive models have allowed optimization in light of user-related objectives, such as selection time, clutter, and so on [28]. When a layout is generated, its quality is assessed against these models. In Familiariser [36], a visual search model is parameterized in line with the user’s website-visit history and is used browser-side to lay the page out again, for facilitation of search. In LaaS [17], saliency and pointing models inform the generation of web pages for a given user click history. However, these approaches have not been extended to cover RWD. The benefit over MDE is that no abstract model of the user’s task or device is needed: the optimizer and objectives operate in the display space (“concrete UI” in MDE terms). Such an approach was long beyond reach, because of the lack of user-related objectives; however, the HCI field has seen a significant number of user-related metrics proposed, some of them adopted from psychology. Studies of layouts, keyboards, and interaction techniques alike are producing mounting empirical evidence that carefully selected metrics can lead to high-quality designs [28].

### 2.4 Applications of Integer Programming

Our work focuses on the spatial aspects of web layouts; aspects related to colors are not considered. We use **grid layout** as a principle for spatial organization [11]. Grid layout is an expressive and flexible way to present content on a web page. Commonly used in web design, it has recently been studied in the context of UI wireframes [11] and web pages’ personalization [17] but not in conjunction with RWD.

**Integer programming** (IP) is a mathematical optimization method that has been widely adopted for computational generation and adaptation of graphical user interfaces (GUI) [28]. It has been successfully applied for generating GUIs automatically for multiple devices [14] and screen orientations [45], learning cost functions for user interaction -based GUI optimization [15], designing GUIs via high-level constraints [19], optimizing GUIs for aesthetics [44], and generating alternative layouts for design exploration [11]. In IP, a problem is defined as a set of equality or inequality constraints on decision variables, such as elements’ coordinates in a layout. Desirable solution properties, such as layout aesthetics, are described by formulating an objective expression using those variables. Zeidler et al. [44] have found constraints to offer a powerful approach to layout management, in that they support defining any type of layout in modular fashion. Because IP is a
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The use cases of mathematical optimization are limited by the model’s complexity and the performance of available solvers. In the general case, the problem is to fit rectangles of specified widths and heights on a given canvas, finding feasible solutions where all elements are properly packed in a non-overlapping, non-overflowing layout. In work on combinatorial optimization, grid-based layouts have been studied in the context of bin packing, rectangular packing, and the guillotine-cutting problem [11]. With this paper, we extend IP’s application to responsive and personalized web layouts.

2.5 Retargeting of Existing Web Pages
In web page retargeting, an existing web design (the source) is programmaticaly manipulated to generate an alternative that is closer to a given example (the target). Prior work has used templates [39], visual-search models [36], and machine learning [16] for retargeting content to several alternative designs and screen sizes. In ReMorph [3], elements on a static web page are decomposed into a hierarchical structure from which screen size-specific layouts are generated via complete restructuring of the web page. While these approaches are capable of retargeting a web page, none of them produces fully responsive web pages with smooth transitioning between breakpoint designs.

2.6 Summary
Our technique can be characterized as extending model-based approaches to layout transfer by means of an integer programming-based solution. A key benefit is that layout generation can be achieved with neither extensive manual modeling effort nor large sets of data on the user being required. Another benefit is extensibility: while our demonstration takes layout similarity, elements’ selection time and visual saliency as objectives, other objectives and constraints can be plugged in for improved personalization. Recent work elucidates many models that may be suitable [28].

3 THE C-RWD APPROACH
In this section, we present our approach for automated generation of responsive and personalized web layouts. We begin with an overview of the approach, followed by a brief description of the Layout as a Service platform and our extensions to it. This is followed by a detailed description of the three key enabling components of our approach.

3.1 Overview
The computational responsive web design (C-RWD) approach automates the generation of responsive and personalized web layouts through integer programming. Figure 1 provides a high-level overview of the C-RWD approach. Given an existing web page design along with user interactions and the optimization objectives and constraints (as inputs), our layout optimizer automatically generates a consistent set of personalized designs for targeted breakpoints. The personalized designs are then used to retarget the existing web page for (as output) a fully responsive web page that increases usability.

3.1.1 Extending Layout as a Service. The core of our approach consists of a mathematical optimization model and a web architecture built on top of it. For the latter, we implemented a set of extensions to LaaS [17], a service platform that enables objective-level personalization of web layouts. With LaaS, websites’ owners are able to control personalization via intuitive objectives that affect the full layout for an individual. Its deployment for existing web pages is straightforward: simply add a short script element to those pages for which usability needs to be improved. The brief
The description below covers the core LaaS components and their function, along with our extensions to support RWD with personalization.

1. **The layout parser** creates a layout model by parsing the structure and style information of the web page before it is displayed to the user. It adds system-specific metadata to HTML elements in the process. We extended the parsing algorithm to simulate key elements in several sizes so that their suitability for optimization can be judged better (see Section 3.2).

2. **The event logger** listens and records user interactions with the web page, for use as input to layout personalization. Our extension supports a wide range of event types, from clicks and scrolling to page visits and exits. Among the user data collected are the page URL and visit duration, device type and screen dimensions, and each clicked element’s identifier and the associated timestamp.

3. **The design task generator** periodically generates new layout and user-specific design tasks for the layout optimizer. For each design task, it (i) specifies various design objectives and constraints for the web layout and (ii) computes a personalized importance weight for each key element, based on inferred user preferences. Our extension to the generator adds support for responsive design tasks, in which target breakpoints are either predefined (configurable) or set dynamically to suit the type and screen size of the user’s device.

4. **The layout optimizer** periodically generates new grid-based web layouts that are optimized and personalized in line with the given design tasks. We extended our integer programming-based model to generate a consistent set of personalized web designs for given breakpoints (see Section 3.3).

5. **The layout adapter** restructures the web page on the basis of an optimized web layout (if one is available) before it is shown to the user. We extended this component to adapt the system-generated web designs at runtime into a fully responsive grid layout (see Section 3.4).

The descriptions below present solutions and key enabling components for (i) creation of shape sets (element-specific constraints) for the optimizer, (ii) an IP-based model used for generation of breakpoint web designs, and (iii) retargeting of web pages to fully responsive ones with a grid layout.
3.2 Creation of Shape Sets

From a visuo-spatial standpoint, a web layout can be viewed as a rectangular canvas with geometric elements placed atop it in a non-overflowing manner. These elements are composed of media content, such as text, images, and videos. As the width of an element changes, its height usually does so too – often in a non-linear manner in response to content-flow changes, such as jumps in text content. We call the set of all possible shapes for an element its shape set. Within the IP context, this functions as a set of element-specific constraints, from which the optimizer picks ideal candidates. Therefore, creating shape sets is an essential step in our approach, one handled via the following technique in the layout-parsing stage:

1. **Shape simulation** changes an element’s width to simulate its various shapes in the browser.
2. **Shape filtering** filters out shapes that overflow or overlap with other elements.
3. **Shape labeling** uses heuristic rules to label each of the shapes before adding them to the element’s shape set.

In the simulation of element shapes, changing the element width pixel by pixel would result in numerous shapes. Most of these shapes are unnecessary, since they produce subtle changes only. Also, this approach would require vast computation power. Therefore, C-RWD uses a set increment of units when changing the element width. For example, to simulate the range of shapes and obtain the full shape set, it might start with 100-pixel element width and increase the width by 100 pixels until reaching 2000 pixels. All these variables, such as the starting value and increment, can be configured as needs dictate.

To guarantee good usability, shapes that overflow or overlap with other elements are filtered out and will not be added to the element’s shape set. This further reduces the quantity of shapes in the shape set, thereby reducing the optimizer’s search space too.

Through a set of heuristics, each shape is labeled as either an ideal or a non-ideal candidate. Our example employs two heuristic rules (the set is configurable and extendable):

1. **Characters per line**: For good readability, an element’s text content must have 45–80 characters per line [4, 22, 42]. For a single line of text, such as an article title, C-RWD does not impose a lower limit.
2. **Maximum image height**: Elements’ image content must be no more than 700 pixels in height, so that most of the image fits within the device’s viewport.

Figure 2 illustrates shape simulation, filtering, and labeling. The 100-pixel-wide shape is filtered out because it presents overflow and readability issues, illustrated by the red lines. The 200- and 400-pixel-wide shapes are added to the element’s shape set; the former is labeled as non-ideal for reasons of poor readability, whereas the latter is designated as an ideal shape candidate.

3.3 Generation of Breakpoint Web Designs

The optimization of web layouts is formulated as a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model, which provides good computation performance and solution quality. Our implementation allows us to reorder, resize, and reposition elements and guarantees a non-overlapping, non-overflowing grid layout that is perfectly packed. Continuous decision variables represent location details for all four edges of each element while avoiding pixel-level discretization; this is important for the solver’s performance. Furthermore, the size of our MILP model depends solely on the number of elements involved, rather than on canvas size. There are three main objectives for the optimization:

1. **Layout similarity**: The element order should follow that of the original layout.
2. **Layout quality**: The result should be a perfectly packed symmetric grid layout.
Fig. 2. Shape-set creation: element width is simulated in several sizes, for filtering out infeasible shapes (100px) and distinguish between non-ideal (200px) and ideal (400px) candidates.

Fig. 3. Layout optimization comprises four phases. The input layout is reordered, after which it is optimized, in three steps: for aesthetics, for usability, and then for both simultaneously. In this example, elements A2 and A3 are considered the most important for the user.

3. Layout usability: The saliency of the most important elements should be maximized, while their selection time should be minimized.

The website’s owner can control the optimization result by adjusting objectives 1 and 3. The optimization process is divided into four phases: (i) resolving the element order, (ii) optimizing for layout quality, (iii) optimizing for layout usability, and (iv) optimizing for both layout quality and usability (see Figure 3).

3.3.1 Resolving the Element Order. For the layout to be consistent whatever the responsive version and to improve optimizer performance, the element order is defined irrespective of screen resolution and layout. The elements are ordered in accordance with their assigned importance, original order, or both, as website’s owner preferences dictate. The ordinal of each element is calculated by means of the formula:
\[ O'_e = S \cdot O_e + (1 - S) \cdot I_e \]

where \( O_e \) corresponds to the element’s original ordinal, \( O'_e \) to the new ordinal, and \( S \) to the similarity weight, all normalized to the range \([0, 1]\). The \( I_e \) value refers to the element’s normalized inverted importance. This means that the greater the importance of an element, the more likely it is for this element to be the first in the layout.

In any case, the hierarchical structure of the layout is kept intact, element order notwithstanding, and elements are reordered only in relation to their siblings. The only exceptions to this are header and footer elements; these are always positioned first and last in the layout, respectively.

### 3.3.2 Optimizing for Layout Quality

Although our MILP approach can support any type of layout model \([44]\), we focus here on an example implementation of a simplified version of the CSS Flexible Box Layout model \([41]\), where elements are stacked side by side on one or more rows. In this example, we constrain each group to a fully justified, stretched, and perfectly packed grid wherein all elements on a given row are of equal height and the row extends the full width of its container (see Figure 3). Since the element order is predefined, the optimizer, in essence, selects the “line breaks” for the layout. In addition to the overall layout constraints, the size of each element comes from a predefined set of shapes. This is to prevent content overflow.

The constraints and objects are applied iteratively to each level of the layout hierarchy. Thus, the following constraints and objectives are applied to each group of sibling nodes in the layout.

As the element order is known, overlap is prevented by placing positional constraints on consecutive elements. Consecutive elements on the same row are required to share top and bottom edge coordinates, and the right edge of the first element must be flush against the left edge of the second element (Constraints 8–11). If consecutive elements fall on different rows, they must be placed at the end and the beginning of their rows, respectively, and the first element bottom edge must be aligned with the top edge of the second one (Constraints 4–7). This results in a non-overlapping, non-overflowing, well-aligned and perfectly packed grid.

We define following binary decision variables for each element:

- \( \rho \in \{0, 1\} \): element is on the same row as the previous element
- \( \upsilon \in \{0, 1\} \): element has the same width as the previous element
- \( \xi \in \{0, 1\} \): element is not on the same row or is not the same width as the previous element

We define following continuous decision variables for each element:

- \( \lambda \): element/group left edge coordinate
- \( \tau \): element/group top edge coordinate
- \( \gamma \): element/group right edge coordinate
- \( \beta \): element/group bottom edge coordinate

Finally, we define following constants:

- \( w_l \): total layout width, i.e. the breakpoint
- \( \max(h_l) \): maximum layout height

The symbols \( i \) and \( g \) refer to the element and group indices, respectively, and \( E_g \) denotes the set of elements in a given group. For all \( i \in \{1, \ldots, |E_g|\} \), we require that the element is placed within its
group:

\[
\lambda_i \geq \lambda_g \\
\tau_i \geq \tau_g \\
\gamma_i \leq \gamma_g \\
\beta_i \leq \beta_g
\] (1)

We define layout quality \( Q \) as a regular and symmetric layout, and optimize for it by minimizing the number of elements that have a different width than their previous sibling on the same row:

\[
Q = \min \sum_{i=2}^{\left| \mathbb{E}_g \right|} \xi_i
\] (2)

For all \( i \in \{2, \ldots, \left| \mathbb{E}_g \right| \} \), we require that \( \xi_i = 0 \) only if the element is the first on its own row, or it is the same width as the previous element:

\[
\xi_i \geq \rho_i - v_i
\] (3)

If the element is on a different row than the previous element, i.e. the first on its own row, its left edge must align with the group left edge, its top edge must align with the bottom edge of the previous row, and the right edge of the previous element must align with right edge of the group:

\[
\neg \rho_i \implies \lambda_i = \lambda_g \\
\land \tau_i = \beta_{i-1} \\
\land \gamma_g = \gamma_{i-1}
\]

which can be more efficiently computed using the following linear constraints:

\[
\lambda_i \leq \lambda_g + \rho_i w_l
\] (4)

\[
\gamma_{i-1} \geq \gamma_g - \rho_i w_l
\] (5)

\[
\tau_i \leq \beta_{i-1} + \rho_i \max(h_l)
\] (6)

\[
\tau_i \geq \beta_{i-1} - \rho_i \max(h_l)
\] (7)

Conversely, if the element is placed on the same row as the previous element:

\[
\rho_i \implies \tau_i = \tau_{i-1} \\
\land \beta_i = \beta_{i-1} \\
\land \lambda_i = \gamma_{i-1}
\]

or, using linear constraints:

\[
\tau_i \leq \tau_{i-1} + (1 - \rho_i) \max(h_l)
\] (8)

\[
\tau_i \geq \tau_{i-1} - (1 - \rho_i) \max(h_l)
\] (9)

\[
\beta_i \leq \beta_{i-1} + (1 - \rho_i) \max(h_l)
\] (10)

\[
\beta_i \geq \beta_{i-1} - (1 - \rho_i) \max(h_l)
\] (11)

If \( v_j^i = 1 \), the element must have equal width with the previous element:

\[
v_i \implies w_i = w_{i-1}
\]
or, using linear constraints:

\[ w_i \leq w_{i-1} + (1 - v_i)w_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

\[ w_i \geq w_{i-1} - (1 - v_i)w_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (13)

3.3.3 Optimizing for Layout Usability. After optimizing for layout quality \( Q \), the model objective is replaced with layout usability \( U \), which consists of maximizing the saliency \( \sigma \) and minimizing the selection time \( \delta \) for important elements in the layout. The complete objective for this stage is:

\[ U = \min \sum_{i=1}^{\lfloor E \rfloor} I_i \cdot (\delta_i - \sigma_i) \]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

We use Fitts’ law to compute the time required to reach a specific element on the screen, which is widely used in model-based optimization as an objective function (see [28]). Selection time \( ST \) is a function of target distance \( D \) and size \( W \):

\[ ST = a + b \log_2 \left( \frac{2D}{W} \right) \]

In our examples, we assume that the user starts scanning the screen from the top-left corner, but our implementation supports any point as a starting point. To improve the optimizer performance, we use a piece-wise-linear approximation of the logarithm function. For rectangular objects, \( ST \) in the in direction of movement equals the \( ST \) along the worse of the cardinal directions. Furthermore, for the optimization, the constants \( a, b, \) and \( 1 \) are not relevant. Our MILP implementation therefore defines the following two constraints:

\[ \delta_i \geq \log_2 \left( \frac{\lambda_i + \gamma_i}{2} \right) - \log_2 w_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (15)

\[ \delta_i \geq \log_2 \left( \frac{\tau_i + \beta_i}{2} \right) - \log_2 h_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (16)

Saliency refers to how attention-grabbing an element is given the rest of the page [32]. To measure saliency, we use the area of an element as a proxy, although other factors, such as color could be used. As the Weber–Fechner law states that perceived intensity is proportional to the logarithm of the stimulus, we use the logarithm of the element’s area as the saliency function: \( \sigma_i = \log_2 (h_i \cdot w_i) \)

Although the layout quality \( Q \) is removed from the objective function, a new constraint is added to the model that prevents the optimiser from decreasing the achieved level of quality:

\[ Q \leq Q_1 \]  \hspace{1cm} (17)

where \( Q_1 \) corresponds to the value achieved in the previous stage. No other restrictions are added to the model at this stage.

3.3.4 Optimizing for Both Layout Quality and Usability. If the optimizer reaches an optimal solution in the previous stage, that solution is considered the final layout and this stage is skipped. If an optimal solution has not yet been found, the objectives from the two previous stages are combined to achieve a balance between the aesthetics of the layout and its usability. First, the usability objective from the previous stage is normalized to the range \([0, 1]\), and the full objective of the final optimization stage becomes \( \min(Q + U') \), where \( U' \) corresponds to the normalized layout quality. The full objective of the final optimization stage becomes:

\[ \min(Q + U') \]  \hspace{1cm} (18)
As $Q$ takes an integer value, more weight is given for improving the layout aesthetics. At the same time, a constraint is added to allow the solver to minimally decrease the achieved usability level if it can find a more aesthetic layout:

$$U' \leq 1.1$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

This constraint essentially allows the usability objective $U$ to be decreased 10% of the difference between what was reached at the previous stage and what was estimated as optimal.

### 3.3.5 Adjusting Results

If the design task instance prioritizes selection time, the optimizer attempts to minimize the predicted time required for important elements. The most obvious effect is that very important elements may become larger and move closer to the top-left corner of the web page. However, the reading order of the elements will not be changed. If the most important elements are not the first elements (i.e., when the similarity weight is high) the first elements can be expected to decrease in size, if their shape sets allow it. Prioritizing saliency in turn will likely lead to increasing the size of the most important elements.

### 3.4 Retargeting of Web Pages

After the solver produces optimized web designs at multiple breakpoints, C-RWD needs to retarget the original web page and synthesize the series of designs to generate the final responsive web layout. Simultaneously, since the optimizer provides only static page design for each breakpoint width, C-RWD must consider the usability of responsive interfaces also beyond them. The main steps of web page retargeting in C-RWD are the following:

1. **Layout conversion**: Convert the optimizer-supplied web page designs at different breakpoints into designs consumed by the underlying the responsive-layout framework, and integrate them into a responsive design by dynamically creating media queries.
2. **Layout adaptation**: Proceeding from the responsive web page designs produced in the conversion step, adapt the page to the corresponding design and improve the page’s usability at different widths by manipulating the page elements’ style and position after resizing of the web page.
3. **Navigation-bar generation**: Adapt the navigation bar by generating a responsive one on the basis of the configuration.
4. **Image cropping**: For image elements, use smart cropping to improve the presentation of key information at various sizes.

In the layout-conversion process, for the optimized design at each breakpoint, C-RWD uses CSS Grid [43] as a responsive-layout framework for conversion of the pixel-based element-position information provided by the optimizer into an element position based on grid rows and columns. The main reason C-RWD uses CSS Grid is that, unlike other responsive-layout frameworks, it can control element position from two dimensions to meet complex design requirements and support the dynamic changes of element height caused by content changes. Figure 4 illustrates a post-conversion grid-based web page. Simultaneously, C-RWD can support responsive-layout frameworks very different from CSS Grid, such as Flexible Box Layout [41] and Positional Layout, for handling other specific responsive-layout needs. Then, C-RWD uses the matchMedia API [40] for dynamically adding the corresponding media query to each breakpoint to monitor the change in page size and trigger layout adaptation.

When the web page changes in response to user behavior such as window resizing or mobile-device rotation, C-RWD performs real-time adaptation of the page in accordance with the converted grid design corresponding to the breakpoint triggered. If the post-resizing page width triggers a breakpoint different from the current one, the grid rows’ and columns’ number and the page
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Fig. 4. Conversion of an optimized pixel-based design to a grid-based design.

elements’ position in the grid get updated. Likewise, font size and image aspect ratios for the various elements will be updated on the basis of the converted design. If there is no triggering of a different breakpoint after resizing or rotation, the page continues using the current optimized design and takes advantage of the full viewport size – as with a fluid grid. The transition is smooth thanks to the adapted web page’s use of the grid framework, and most elements are adjusted to use relative position units.

Special components of the web page, such as its navigation bar, are adapted in accordance with the configuration. For example, if a static desktop-version website is used as input and the configuration indicates to adapt its navigation bar to be responsive, the static navigation bar will be adjusted for responsiveness, with a hamburger menu used in cases of a narrow page space. As for image elements on the web page, they may no longer display important information, on account of their size reduction. Therefore, C-RWD uses smart cropping and face recognition, provided by smartcrop.js\(^4\) and tracking.js\(^5\) to crop images for various size conditions and optimize image display.

Through this sequence of steps, C-RWD completes the retargeting of the input web page and renders a personalized, responsive web layout for users.

3.5 Implementation

As noted in the overview section, our C-RWD approach is implemented as an extension to the LaaS platform. All of the client-side components are handled by vanilla JavaScript, while all server-side ones are implemented in Python 3.7. We use Gurobi 9.0 as the MILP solver and MongoDB to store data, such as layouts and user interactions.

4 EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the efficacy of C-RWD in two ways. Firstly, we demonstrate its two main technical capabilities separately, through practical examples. Secondly, we assess the quality of generated web designs empirically in two user studies, one with end users and the other with designers.

4.1 Examples

4.1.1 Breakpoint Web Designs. Figure 5 depicts a retargeting scenario in which a non-responsive (i.e., static) mobile-layout web page design for a portfolio website (at left) is adapted to several screen sizes on the basis of targeted breakpoints: mobile, tablet, laptop, and desktop (at right). Target breakpoints can be manually configured by the website’s owner to match the screen sizes of the

---

\(^4\)smartcrop.js, https://github.com/jwagner/smartcrop.js

\(^5\)tracking.js, https://trackingjs.com/
Fig. 5. Breakpoint web designs: an existing web design (here, for a mobile device) can be retargeted to other screen sizes on the basis of predefined or automatically inferred breakpoints.

most popular devices currently on the market\(^6\) or automatically inferred from user interactions via data including, among other details, the type of the device and its screen and viewport dimensions. For example, C-RWD can retarget an existing web page design to the (portrait and landscape) width of the user’s mobile device, to improve website responsiveness further. Addressing this scenario with traditional RWD solutions (see Section 2.1) is very time-consuming and challenging since they use fixed breakpoint widths, the changing of which, if possible in the first place, typically requires manual redesign effort.

4.1.2 Personalized Web Designs. Figure 6 illustrates how C-RWD can be used to generate different levels of personalized web design for a custom news-aggregator website on the basis of user-specific interests. In this personalization scenario, the existing web page design that is used as input (left) is fully responsive and viewed on a laptop device with a window width set to 1200 pixels. While the already responsive website automatically adapts the content to the available screen real estate, it fails to support the user’s unique interests (see the red circles in the figure). With C-RWD, the website’s owner can control distinct optimization objectives (e.g., layout similarity, key elements’ visual saliency and selection time) and their effectiveness, thereby supplying personalized web designs (right) to enhance user experience further.

4.2 Study 1: Perceived Quality by End Users

The aim of this study was to evaluate how end users perceive the quality of various web designs. In particular, we sought to determine whether our integer programming-based approach can generate high-quality web designs for the range of screen sizes considered (mobile, tablet, laptop, and desktop). In this ratings-based online study, participants were asked to rate web designs for several screen sizes, which were created by means of three distinct layout-design methods: Original, Optimized (our approach), and Masonry. We had two main hypotheses:

H1. Layout-design method impacts end-user ratings.
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H2. Screen size has an effect on the impact of layout-design method on end-user ratings.

4.2.1 Materials. Four fully responsive websites based on popular modern Bootstrap templates were created for the study (see Figure 7). We selected the websites to support generalization yet be unfamiliar to participants, to avoid bias in the results. The websites thus created represented the Original layout-design method. For the Optimized method, a set of website variants was created with each website containing the LaaS script and annotations for key elements. Then, the website variants were loaded in the Chrome web browser in mobile-device mode (320px) for purposes of obtaining the input page designs for our layout optimizer. Finally, the optimizer generated optimized page designs for predefined breakpoints (one per screen size), using neutral objective values and a uniform distribution of user interests over all key elements. For the Masonry layout-design method, another set of website variants was created, from the same set of originals, with the Isotope JavaScript grid-layout library and annotations for key elements along with JavaScript code and CSS styles to initialize the library in Masonry layout mode. In three of the four website variants, key elements used fixed-width element sizing; otherwise, 100% width was used. All key-element containers were centered on the screen. Figure 8 shows an example website created with each layout-design method.

We took a full-page screenshot of all websites at each screen size created with each of the layout-design methods, for a total of 48 screenshots (4 websites × 4 screen sizes × 3 layout-design methods). In addition, a full-page screenshot of two other websites was taken for attention-check.

---

7 Isotope, https://isotope.metafizzy.co/
8 Masonry, https://masonry.desandro.com/
9 We used 320px, 768px, 1366px, and 1920px, for mobile, tablet, laptop, and desktop layouts, respectively. The values were based on StatCounter Screen Resolution Stats Worldwide data for Dec. 2020 [34].
questions. All screenshots were centered on a fixed-width (but variable-height) gray canvas, to create equal-width web-design images for presentation in our study. All screenshots and web-design images used in the study are provided in the supplemental material for this paper.

4.2.2 Participants. Participants were recruited via Prolific\textsuperscript{10}, an online recruitment platform that academics use for high-quality participant samples [29, 30]. For eligibility, users were required to be at least 18 years of age and legally competent, generally healthy and with normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and able to participate with a laptop or desktop computer.

In total, 106 people completed the study. Each was paid £1.25 for participating, which corresponds to an hourly rate of £7.50 (per recommendation). Twenty of them failed attention checks (i.e., they did not respond correctly to the prompt “Give the below web design a rating of...”) so were excluded from further analyses. Therefore, for the final sample, \( N = 86 \), with 53 male and 33 female participants, all between 18 and 68 years of age (\( \bar{M} = 27.7, \ \text{SD} = 10.4 \)) and having a Prolific score of 96/100 or higher.

4.2.3 Procedure and Design. Participants were given a link to complete an online survey on the SurveyMonkey platform.\textsuperscript{11} The survey began with a description of the study and an informed-consent form, followed by items for provision of the participant’s Prolific ID and basic demographic information (age, gender, and proficiency in English). In the main part of the survey, participants were asked to rate the quality of all 50 web designs as they perceived it on a scale of -3 (extremely low quality) to 3 (extremely high quality). We reminded participants that “quality” is subjective and noted that “When providing your ratings, you can pay attention to, for instance, how well the graphical elements are aligned, use of white space, and text readability.” We used a within-subject experiment design and randomized the order of successively presented web designs. We obtained data from, in all, 4128 trials (excluding attention checks), with the following experiment design: 86 participants \( \times 3 \) layout-design methods \( \times 4 \) websites \( \times 4 \) screen sizes (mobile, tablet, laptop, and desktop). Upon completion, participants were thanked and directed back to Prolific to claim their compensation.

\textsuperscript{10}Prolific, https://www.prolific.co/
\textsuperscript{11}SurveyMonkey, https://www.surveymonkey.com/
4.2.4 Data Analysis. For testing H1 and H2, we used multilevel regression with rating as the dependent variable and with layout-design method and screen size as fixed effects. We added participant as a random intercept. We used the R packages lme4, lmerTest, and lsmeans to run the analyses. For H1, we used post hoc pairwise-comparison statistical tests (the Tukey method), but our computations for the more detailed analysis of H2 involved only omnibus testing, accompanied by visual inspection of the differences – on account of the large number of possible pairwise comparisons.

4.2.5 Results. The grand mean ratings for the Original, Optimized, and Masonry method are, respectively, 0.84 ($SD = 0.69$), 0.78 ($SD = 0.67$), and 0.47 ($SD = 0.38$). The effect of layout-design method on ratings (H1) is statistically significant, $F(2, 935) = 33.1$, $p < .001$. In the post hoc comparisons, the difference between Masonry and Original is $d = 0.34$, $t(935) = 7.6$, $p < .001$, and that between Masonry and Optimized is $d = 0.28$, $t(935) = 6.4$, $p < .001$. The difference between Original and Optimized is not statistically significant.

The grand mean ratings for the individual layout-design methods, by screen size, are listed in Table 1, with Figure 9 providing more detailed visualization. The interaction effect between screen size and layout-design method (H2) is statistically significant, $F(6, 935) = 11.2$, $p < .001$. 
Table 1. Mean end-user rating (and SD), by screen size, with the scale -3 (extremely low quality) to 3 (extremely high quality).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layout-design method</th>
<th>Screen size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>-0.13 (1.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td>-0.13 (1.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masonry</td>
<td>-0.09 (1.18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9. Results from the survey of end users.

4.3 Study 2: Perceived Quality by Designers

With the second study, the aim was to evaluate how designers perceive the quality of various web designs. The methods and data-analysis procedures were similar to those in Study 1 except that participants reported themselves to be proficient in responsive design and/or user interface (UI) design.

4.3.1 Participants. Again, we handled recruitment via Prolific. We used the same prescreening criteria and the same compensation as in Study 1, with the exception that eligibility was contingent on being proficient in responsive design and/or UI design and not having taken part in our previous study.

In total, 100 individuals completed the study, of whom 17 failed attention checks and an additional 19 did not meet the criteria (i.e., they had, at best, beginner-level knowledge of both responsive design and UI design). After their exclusion from further analyses, the final sample consisted of 64 participants (52 male, 10 female, 2 other) aged between 18 and 58 years ($M = 26.2$, $SD = 8.2$) with a Prolific score of 95/100 or higher. Most participants were IT professionals, and they worked in various roles, such as web developer, graphic designer, or software engineer. Their (self-reported) professional experience in responsive/UI design ranged from zero to 15 years ($M = 2.4$, $SD = 2.8$), and most reported having intermediate-level or advanced skills in UI design, responsive design, or both (see Table 2).
4.3.2 Procedure and Design. The material used and the study procedure and design were similar to what we used for Study 1, with two exceptions: (i) we collected additional demographic information (profession, level of skill in responsive design, UI design skill level, and years of professional experience) from the participants, and (ii) the data come from, in total, 3072 trials (64 participants × 3 layout-design methods × 4 websites × 4 screen sizes) without attention checks.

4.3.3 Results. The Original, Optimized, and Masonry layout-design method had a grand mean rating of 1.02 (SD = 0.36), 0.93 (SD = 0.37), and 0.64 (SD = 0.21), respectively. Thus, the effect of layout-design method on ratings (H1) is statistically significant, \( F(2, 693) = 24.7, \ p < .001 \). In the post hoc comparisons, the difference between Masonry and Original is \( d = 0.39, t(693) = 6.7, \ p < .001 \), and that between Masonry and Optimized is \( d = 0.30, t(693) = 5.1, \ p < .001 \). No statistically significant difference was found between Original and Optimized.

The grand mean ratings for the three layout-design methods are listed, by screen size, in Table 3, with a more detailed graphical view provided by Figure 10. The interaction effect between screen size and layout-design method (H2) is statistically significant, \( F(6, 693) = 8.8, \ p < .001 \).

5 DISCUSSION

Our integer programming-based approach generates responsive and personalized web layouts that were viewed favorably by human evaluators. The ratings given both by end users (in Study 1) and by designers (in Study 2) for the optimized designs were comparable to the subjects’ ratings for the original designs and higher than those they gave for a popular baseline method of layout design. Furthermore, our results highlight the impact of screen size. With smaller screens, the difference between the methods in the web designs’ perceived quality was smaller than with larger screens. It is possible that less variability appears with smaller screen sizes and that only larger ones can bring...
out differences among methods. In future, researchers could attempt to disentangle the effects of screen size vs. layout method.

We can identify several possible steps for efforts to improve the approach. Firstly, our experiments involved a fairly simple, one-item metric for perceived quality. Given the amount of research into ways of measuring perceived usability and aesthetics of websites [24], through various of these it should be possible to shed greater light on specific design choices’ precise impact on how the website gets perceived visually. This would not only aid in assessing the method but also steer the objectives’ design toward fuller coverage of visual aesthetics. Secondly, we tested our method with a representative but rather limited set of websites; more variety, especially in terms of the types of sites presented, is required for further testing of such methods.

Finally, we used only full-page screenshots of the web designs and asked participants to rate their quality. Having subjects actually interact with the designs via assigned tasks and then collecting both objective and subjective usability feedback would yield richer evaluation and comparison of various layout-design methods. While it is known that usability may affect perceived aesthetics, the details of this effect are less clear – for instance, how perceptions may change as time passes [37].

We can point to several avenues of research whereby our work’s applicability could be expanded. For example, the current implementation is limited to server-side rendered web pages only. While many platforms (e.g., WordPress¹²) and JavaScript UI libraries (e.g., React¹³ and Vue.js¹⁴) use and support server-side rendering, support for more dynamic, client-side rendering of web pages would further improve our approach’s compatibility with a broad range of website types. One way of realizing this support could entail using MutationObserver [46] to track DOM changes and applying layout adaptation only after client-side rendering is complete. Also, incorporating the latest advancements in the field of adaptive user interfaces would enhance the adaptation strategy so as to consider both end-user costs and benefits [35].

One shortcoming of our approach is using heuristics within elements but combinatorial optimization for the grid layout. Though the results are of high quality, they could be further improved by optimizing both, jointly. Recent work has looked at hierarchical optimization approaches for web pages [33]; however, these approaches are still unable to deal with realistic problem sizes. Another challenge to be tackled is addressing how to preserve relationships between UI elements.

---

¹³React, https://reactjs.org/
¹⁴Vue.js, https://vuejs.org/
For example, “OK” and “Cancel” should be adjacent to each other. While such relationships can be conveniently expressed to the optimizer as constraints, how to identify all such vital relationships in the first place is less obvious. One way forward might be to study data-driven techniques, for deriving such constraints from datasets (e.g., [13]).

6 CONCLUSION

We have presented a promising method for computationally generating responsive web layouts, a challenging computational problem that we believe is hard to address with data-driven methods. Integer programming presents the key benefit that certain relatively universal human factors can be ensured in the absence of any training data. Moreover, when said data for a given user (or user group) is available, it can be exploited for further personalization of the layout. The proposed approach is flexible, in the sense that new constraints and objectives can be plugged in and controlled by the website’s owner. Although the use of integer programming for layout problems has seen advances [28], applications for responsive web design have remained missing because of the additional requirement for consistency among the designs generated. Moreover, the state of the art of web engineering has lacked techniques for adapting computed responsive layouts at runtime. The user studies reported upon here suggest that our approach can automatically create layouts that, if not on par with those created by designers, are at least very close to humans’ and that clearly surpass those created by a popular technique (Masonry) on the market. To conclude, we consider the methods presented here a step toward a future wherein designers and developers can be relieved of much of the manual burden involved in creating responsive websites.
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